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From the CEO
To the Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, foundation
trustees, and other members of the University community:

I am pleased to report that the Long Term
Pool returned 7.7% during the twelve
months ending June 30, 2015, while our
policy portfolio benchmark gained 1.9%.
All three components of our policy portfolio
benchmark generated returns in the low
single digits during the fiscal year. Global
equity markets gained just 1.2% during
the 2015 fiscal year, while public real
estate and global bonds returned 3.3%
and 2.4%, respectively. Meanwhile, the
Long Term Pool’s outperformance was
driven by outsized returns of 32.9% and
42.0%, respectively, in our growth equity
and venture portfolios. Overall, our equity
investments earned 12.0% during the fiscal
year, outperforming global public equities
by almost 11%. Our private real estate
investments earned 21.8%, and losses
in our resources and credit investments
dampened Pool performance.
The performance of the Long Term Pool
during the twelve months ending June 30,
2015, versus that of global markets is an
interesting case study. Global markets finally
exhibited the muted returns we have been
expecting due to the high valuations across
every asset class. Meanwhile, the Long Term

Pool’s gain of 7.7% was almost exactly
the same as our long-term return forecast
of 7.5%. Although this is coincidental, we
are gratified that our unrelenting focus on
long-term strategic asset allocation, portfolio
tilts, and manager selection resulted in a
short-term return in line with long-term
expectations even in the face of lackluster
public markets.
Our long-term performance remains
strong. The Long Term Pool returned
13.7%, 10.1%, and 12.2% over the five-,
ten-, and twenty-year periods ending
June 30, 2015, respectively, comfortably
exceeding the policy portfolio benchmark
and the University’s spending rate (adjusted
for inflation). Our performance has enabled
the endowment to provide a steady and
rising level of support to the programs of
the University and its related foundations
while preserving the purchasing power
of their long-term investment assets.
As of June 30, 2015, the value of
the long-term University and foundation
funds invested with UVIMCO had risen
to $7.5 billion. Our bonds and cash
portfolios comprised 14.7% of the Long
Term Pool, providing us with flexibility to

pursue our robust pipeline of attractive
investment opportunities. As of fiscal yearend, unfunded commitments to private
drawdown funds totaled 13% of the Long
Term Pool versus the target of 15%.
We anticipate a number of challenges
given today’s market environment, but
our long-term investment philosophy and
approach remain unchanged. We continue
to focus on our core competitive advantage
of generating strong risk-adjusted returns by
investing with the world’s most exceptional
managers. We continually assess the
investment portfolio, manage portfolio risk,
act on new opportunities, and understand
our competitive edge. As always, UVIMCO’s
edge is enriched by our exceptional Board
of Directors and talented staff, who remain
motivated by the missions of the University
and foundations we serve.

Lawrence E. Kochard
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Investment Officer
UVIMCO
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UVIMCO Overview

‘‘

‘‘

Someone is sitting in the shade
today because someone planted
a tree a long time ago.
WARREN BUFFETT, QUOTED IN OF
PERMANENT VALUE: THE STORY OF WARREN
BUFFETT (BY ANDREW KILPATRICK, 2007)
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TABLE 1: Long Term Pool at a Glance
Fiscal Year Ending June 30

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Market Value (in millions)

$5,346.5

$5,430.0

$5,959.5

$6,949.5

$7,528.3

Net Asset Value per Share

$5,732

$6,025

$6,833

$8,131

$8,760

OVERVIEW

24.3%

5.1%

13.4%

19.0%

7.7%

Public Equity

20.3%

20.5%

24.4%

22.0%

22.5%

Long/Short Equity

23.4

22.7

23.6

23.2

23.8

Private Equity

19.5

19.6

18.1

19.9

18.8

Real Estate

5.9

8.6

8.6

7.6

6.6

Resources

7.3

7.0

5.5

4.9

3.7

Marketable Alternatives & Credit

11.9

9.3

10.0

10.9

9.9

Fixed Income & Cash

11.7

12.3

9.8

11.5

14.7

Return*
STRATEGIC ALLOCATION

*Returns are presented gross of UVIMCO management and incentive fees.

UVIMCO provides investment management
services to the Rector and Visitors of
the University of Virginia. Many of the
University’s schools and programs have
related foundations that help raise funds
and attract private investment in the
University’s undergraduate and graduate
programs. The University and its foundations
work together with the associated schools
and programs to enhance alumni support
and ensure funds are managed prudently
and gifts used according to donors’
intentions. Together, the University and
related foundations determine how best to
use unrestricted contributions to provide
student aid, enhance teaching and research,
build and maintain library collections,
and support student organizations and
publications.
UVIMCO invests the endowment and
other long-term funds held by the University
and its related foundations in a Long Term
Pool, which is custom managed for the
endowment spending requirements and

%

risk profile of the University. UVIMCO also
manages a Short Term Pool for University
and related foundation funds with near-term
liquidity needs. As of June 30, 2015, the
shareholder compositions of the Long Term
Pool and Short Term Pool are as shown in
the graphs below.

10%

21%
22%

57%

Long Term Pool [$7.5 billion]

• University of Virginia Endowment
• University-Related Foundations
• University Operating Reserves

30%

60%

Short Term Pool [$264 million]

• Long Term Pool Cash
• University Operating Reserves
• University-Related Foundations
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The Purpose of an Endowment
An endowment fund is a permanent, selfsustaining source of funding. Endowment
assets are generally invested with a view
toward long-term capital appreciation. Each
year, a portion of the endowment value is
paid out to support the fund’s purpose, and
any earnings in excess of this distribution
help build the fund’s market value over time.
In this way, an endowment fund grows and
provides support for its designated purpose
in perpetuity.
The University of Virginia’s consolidated
endowment ranks among the five largest
for public institutions of higher education
and among the twenty largest of all colleges
and universities in the United States. Equally
important, the University’s endowmentper-student ratio is the largest among U.S.
public institutions of higher education.
The University of Virginia’s strong
endowment has been a critical asset in
enabling the University to expand its
program offerings and facilities, and
attract high-quality students and faculty.
Invested properly, endowments generate
the reliable stream of income essential
to funding professorships, scholarships,
fellowships, lectureships, book funds, and
many other purposes.

carefully designed to provide a substantial
and growing stream of income to support
the University and its related foundations
while preserving for future generations
the purchasing power of their long-term
investment assets. Over the past decade,
UVIMCO’s active management of the
Long Term Pool added $2.1 billion to the
University’s endowment beyond the amount
that would have been earned by investing in
a passive benchmark portfolio. The University
and related foundations have been served
well for many years by UVIMCO’s long-term
perspective, relentless pursuit of excellence,
and partnerships with exceptionally talented
external investment managers.

The University of Virginia’s endowment
strength also provides the financial support
and flexibility necessary when other
revenue sources change. Historically, the
University relied heavily on appropriations
from the Commonwealth of Virginia.
However, macroeconomic changes and
constrained state budgets in recent years
have resulted in less revenue available for
public education—in Virginia and many
other states. Steadily declining state support
means the University must increasingly rely
on past and continued donor generosity
to sustain its margin of excellence. Annual
contributions help cover the University’s
yearly operating expenses, whereas new
gifts to the endowment, along with the
endowment’s long-term investment
performance, help secure the University’s
long-term financial stability. As Graph 1
illustrates, endowment spending has
surpassed state appropriations as a funding
source for the University’s academic budget
for the past four fiscal years.
UVIMCO’s primary investment objective
is to maximize the long-term, inflationadjusted return of the Long Term Pool
within the risk tolerance of the University.
UVIMCO achieves this objective by actively
managing the Long Term Pool in a manner

GRAPH 1: Historical State Appropriations and Endowment Distribution
As a percentage of the academic division operating budget for the fiscal years ending June 30
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ENDOWMENT AT WORK

Virginia Athletics Foundation:
The Pursuit of Uncompromised Excellence

The words “Uncompromised Excellence” have been associated with
Virginia Athletics since 2002. The phrase applies both on and off
the field for each of the University’s twenty-five Division I programs
and 650 student-athletes.
The role of the Virginia Athletics Foundation (VAF) is to provide
funding that supports these student-athletes in all aspects of
their U.Va. experiences, from recruitment to commencement. Both
annual gifts to the VAF and income from scholarship endowments
invested by UVIMCO support the University’s athletic scholarships.
The VAF’s ultimate goal is to reach a level of invested capital with
UVIMCO such that every athletic scholarship is endowed, thereby
providing long-term financial stability to Virginia Athletics.
A beneficiary of this type of financial aid was Michael W. “Mike”
Rogers (Engineering ’78) of Chicago, Illinois. In 1974, Mr. Rogers
became the first recipient of a soccer scholarship at U.Va. Like
many Cavaliers today, he could not have afforded college without
his athletic scholarship. The support enabled him to learn valuable
lessons—lessons that shaped, and continue to shape, the person
he is today. On the soccer field, Mr. Rogers developed leadership
and communication skills. While studying to earn his degree in
electrical engineering, he learned to solve problems and never
be afraid of failure. Mr. Rogers has applied many of the skills he
learned at U.Va. to his career as a successful CEO of a software
company he founded. Today, he imparts these same skills to the

local high school soccer players he coaches in his spare time.
Mr. Rogers has been an avid supporter of Virginia Athletics since
his student days, and he continued his legacy of giving back to the
University by endowing a soccer scholarship at his alma mater in
2002. Awarded annually, the Michael W. Rogers Endowed Men’s
Soccer Scholarship is given to the player “who best exemplifies
a strong balance of leadership, scholarship, and sportsmanship.”
In Mr. Rogers’ words: “This scholarship is my gift to the school
that gave me so, so much. It is my hope that players receiving this
assistance appreciate their U.Va. experience as I have, and that they
also discover ways to contribute to U.Va. as their careers evolve.”
The rising cost of tuition and of funding scholarships—coupled
with new national, full-cost-of-attendance legislation (in which the
National Collegiate Athletic Association, or NCAA, increased the
amount of scholarship funding universities can provide studentathletes)—have made the VAF and its endowment as essential
as ever. Fortunately, the Virginia Athletics program has never been
stronger, thanks to three NCAA championship titles (including one
for men’s soccer) and U.Va.’s first Capital One Cup championship
(for men’s sports) in 2014–2015. With the help of generous
supporters like Mike Rogers, the VAF will continue its commitment
to Uncompromised Excellence—and to reaching its goal of
endowing all athletic scholarships by 2022.
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Investment Strategy

FIVE CORE PRINCIPLES
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d

Invest for the long term

d

Partner with extraordinary investment
managers

d

Focus on price

d

Retain an experienced, dedicated staff

d

Diversify our investments

UVIMCO

At UVIMCO, we believe that attractive
long-term investment returns are best
produced by maintaining a consistent
and effective investment philosophy and
process over time. UVIMCO achieves this
goal by adhering to several core principles.
These principles guide everything we do at
UVIMCO as we invest the Long Term Pool.
First, we are long-term investors. Our
relatively long time horizon allows us
to capitalize on market inefficiencies
and risk premiums that arise from other
investors’ focus on short-term news and
market events. In addition, our ability to
avoid imprudent reactions to short-term
dislocations gives us the potential to
outperform investors who are unable to
take a similarly long-term view. Although
our portfolio may outperform expectations
in the short term, this is not our goal. Rather,
we seek to outperform our benchmarks over
the long term, which means we are willing

to underperform passive benchmarks and
peer investors in the short term.
Second, we seek exemplary long-term
returns through our external investment
manager selections, asset allocation
decisions, and portfolio tilts that take
advantage of economic themes. Securities
are selected for UVIMCO by a team of
extraordinary external managers. Whereas
the vast majority of money managers fail
to beat passive benchmarks, UVIMCO’s
disciplined research process and pattern
recognition allow us to develop relationships
with outstanding investment managers
who demonstrate an edge in both
security selection and asset allocation. The
reputation we have cultivated as a valueadded partner, our extensive network of
market contacts, and the patient capital
we provide have allowed us to build
relationships with the most successful
managers—many of whom do not accept

‘‘

‘‘

Chance favors the prepared
mind.
LOUIS PASTEUR, RENOWNED FOR
HIS SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERIES

capital from new investors.
Third, we believe price matters.
Behavioral biases of other investors with
different investment time horizons can
cause investment prices to differ from
their fundamental values for long periods.
Markets tend to overreact to recent events
and operate under the assumption that
recent good or bad news will continue. At
UVIMCO, we believe in long-term reversion
to fundamental values. Superior long-term
returns depend on investing in securities,
themes, and asset classes with current prices

below their fundamental values. Mispricings
and other special situations at the security
level create opportunities for our external
investment managers, whereas thematic and
asset-class inefficiencies may be exploited
by external investment managers and our
internal investment team through portfolio
tilts and hedges. We also seek investments
that have fallen out of favor, resulting in
a supply/demand mismatch of capital. We
recognize that prices can differ from their
fundamental values for extended periods,
so we must remain patient for this approach
to yield results.
Fourth, we believe our success is
largely dictated by the quality of people
on the UVIMCO team and the long-term
partnerships we maintain with external
investment managers. We ask all staff
members to demonstrate a strong work
ethic, a passion for investing, effective
teamwork skills, and a desire to put the
University’s interests above personal
interests. We expect our external investment
managers to uphold similar standards,
and we believe that hiring talented,
high-integrity managers is one of the most
important ways to control portfolio risk.
Finally, we believe in the benefits of
diversification. We expect the quality
of our research and investment selection
to lead to good results over time, but
we understand certain decisions will
be unsuccessful. Therefore, we diversify
our investments across asset classes,
themes, and managers. We meticulously
and continuously review and test each of
these allocations, rebalancing the portfolio
when necessary. We pursue strategies and
investments in our areas of expertise, and
we decline opportunities outside our realm
of expertise. This approach requires humility
in our investment team. We also seek
humility in our investment managers and
appreciate those who are confident but not
overconfident, employ investment processes
in which we have shared conviction,
and consider the downside risk of every
investment.
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Q & A with UVIMCO CEO and CIO Larry Kochard
How do you approach asset allocation?
We target three broad asset classes in our policy portfolio: equities,
real assets, and fixed income. The portfolio is designed to provide
long-term growth from equities, an inflation hedge from real
assets, and a deflation hedge from fixed income. Asset allocation
is about setting a target risk level, which considers both short- and
long-term risks of portfolio loss embedded in a policy portfolio.
Through external investment managers, UVIMCO actively manages
the Long Term Pool to pursue long-term returns that exceed
the passively investable policy benchmark while maintaining a
comparable level of risk.

What are some interesting investment opportunities today?
Few thematic opportunities exist in today’s market environment,
but of those that do, Japan and Europe are the most interesting.
New legislation in Japan has improved corporate governance and
aligned the interests of shareholders and managers. In Europe, there
is still a significant restructuring opportunity following the global
financial crisis. We’re also interested in technology, particularly the
Web-to-mobile shift. Finally, there may be an opportunity in long/
short equity. In a period of sustained positive equity performance, short
sellers have underperformed, but the next few years could provide
opportunities for those rare managers who are good at shorting.
What unique challenges does UVIMCO confront in
finding attractive investment opportunities?
Current valuations in the public and private markets are high,
especially for pre-IPO companies. In the face of rising asset prices,
investors are finding it increasingly difficult to put large amounts of
capital to work. Consequently, there is significant dry powder on the
sidelines waiting to take advantage of dislocations. Large funds are
often raised quickly from a variety of asset owners (pensions, sovereign
wealth funds, endowments, etc.) to capitalize on any distress.

How does the Long Term Pool generate excess
returns over the policy portfolio?
The biggest driver of excess returns is our long-term focus, which
enables the portfolio to take advantage of illiquid investments
and capitalize on the increasingly shorter time horizons of most
other investors. We use three primary methods of generating
excess returns: strategy or manager selection, security selection,
and portfolio tilts. Most of our value has been created by the
“bottom-up” selection of our managers, who, in turn, add value
from security selection.
What role does “thematic” investing play within
the parameters of the Long Term Pool?
Thematic investing, by its nature, takes a long-term view, targeting
secular trends that will play out over many years. We don’t
have any edge in market timing, so we avoid trying to time
exposures to themes precisely. Ultimately, thematic opportunities
must compete with security selection in the portfolio and must
be thought of in concert with our core competency of selecting
exceptional managers.

What are your biggest fears or challenges in today’s
market environment?
Low expected returns caused by high valuations across asset classes
are my biggest fear. As valuations continue to increase, it is unlikely we
will be able to repeat the returns of the past five years. Ever-increasing
competition to find attractive investments and access outstanding
investment managers also makes it harder to achieve superior returns.
Rising interest rates have been and will continue to be a concern.
Additionally, the U.S. and world economies are tied to China more than
ever. Despite these concerns, our confidence in our manager bench is
high, and we will continue to focus on generating strong risk-adjusted
returns by investing with the world’s most exceptional managers.
Do you have any final thoughts?
In June 2015, I participated in the annual Financial Panel in New York
City hosted by the University of Virginia Club of New York and the
Darden School of Business New York Alumni Chapter. We discussed the
challenges facing investors today. I commented that at UVIMCO, we
“tend to focus on the micro.” Jason Zweig wrote an article claiming
that the 9/11 terrorist attacks ushered in the era of “macro-investing.”
Although macro-events will unquestionably impact investment returns,
we must understand that, on average, we do not have any edge in
predicting such policies or events. Although we are aware of the
“macro” perspective, we choose to focus our time and effort where
we have an edge: sourcing, researching, selecting and managing
relationships with outstanding investment managers, and selectively
researching and investing in themes.

Investment Policy

‘‘

‘‘

The most important thing about
an investment philosophy is that
you have one.
DAVID BOOTH, QUOTED IN THE 7
SECRETS OF EXTRAORDINARY INVESTORS
(BY WILLIAM G. HAMMER, JR., 2012)

An investment policy is a financial blueprint
designed to reflect an institution’s return
objectives and risk tolerance. Such a policy
should balance an institution’s ability to
tolerate a decline in assets available for
spending within a given time frame with
its desire for returns and more available
assets in the future. UVIMCO’s Board of
Directors establishes the investment policy
for the Long Term Pool and monitors the
development, analysis, adoption, and
execution of investment decisions by the
UVIMCO staff. The Board also reviews the
investment policy annually.

In addition to serving as a financial
blueprint, the investment policy sets forth
the applicable standard of care, delineates
the responsibilities of the Board and
staff, and establishes various parameters
for risk management, including portfolio
diversification and liquidity. The investment
policy also includes a policy portfolio
allocation, which the Board establishes
based on the University’s risk tolerance and
expected future capital requirements. The
Board carefully considers capital market
risk and return estimates to ensure the
policy portfolio is appropriately designed
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TABLE 2: Policy Portfolio
Broad Asset Class

Allocation

Equity

Benchmark

60%

MSCI All Country World Equity

Real Assets
10%
50% MSCI U.S. Real Estate
		50% MSCI All Country World Real Estate
Fixed Income
30%
50% Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond
		50% Barclays Global Aggregate Bond (Hedged)
Total

Policy Portfolio

100%

to achieve the investment objectives for
the Long Term Pool. UVIMCO’s long-term
investment policy portfolio allocation and
related performance benchmarks are shown
in Table 2.
Equity investments provide an opportunity
to participate in the growth of public
and private companies. In a growing
global economy with low inflation, these
investments historically have provided the
highest long-term return opportunities.
Real assets provide protection in an
inflationary environment, and thus tend
to benefit a diversified portfolio during
periods of a depreciating dollar and/or rising
prices or interest rates. Fixed income and
marketable alternative investments provide

protection in deflationary or weak economic
environments.
Since the strategic policy portfolio is
established to reflect the risk tolerance and
long-term needs of the University, revisions
to the policy portfolio are infrequent and
gradual, generally occurring only when the
University’s risk tolerance changes. However,
because market prices and portfolio
valuations are dynamic, and our “bottomup” investment opportunity set is always
changing, the actual investment allocation
of the Long Term Pool will differ from the
policy portfolio allocation at any given
point in time. The actual asset allocation
and exposures of the Long Term Pool are
constantly monitored to ensure that the

Long Term Pool’s level of market risk is
consistent with that of the policy portfolio.
The Long Term Pool’s actual allocation as
of June 30, 2015, was 65.1% to equity
managers; 10.3% to real asset managers;
and 24.6% to fixed income, marketable
alternatives, and cash managers. Looking
through to our managers’ underlying
investments, the Long Term Pool had
allocations of 52.3% to equities, 11.8%
to real assets, and 35.9% to fixed income
(including marketable alternatives, credit,
bonds, and cash).
The Long Term Pool’s asset allocation has
been relatively stable for several years. Graph
2 displays the trends in the asset allocation
of the Long Term Pool over the past decade.

GRAPH 2: Historical Asset Allocation
Fiscal years ending June 30
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ENDOWMENT AT WORK

Making Medical Education Affordable
A traditional college education is expensive on its own. Add in four
more years to earn a medical degree, and the investment is huge.
Today, most U.Va. School of Medicine graduates amass more than
$100,000 in debt each. Following graduation, a majority continue
training through internships and residencies, where they draw only
modest salaries for several years.
Fortunately, the School of Medicine’s endowed scholarships—
invested with UVIMCO—help fill the financial gap for many of
these students, who do not qualify for broad University scholarship
funding. Currently, about 54% of U.Va. medical students receive
need-based scholarships, which cover up to 43% of an individual
student’s tuition and fees.
Invested in UVIMCO’s Long Term Pool, medical scholarships
are a lifesaver to students like Patrick Marvil (Medicine ’18) of
Charlottesville. “I wouldn’t be here at this point in my life without
scholarship support,” said Mr. Marvil, whose wife gave birth to their
first child the same week he entered medical school. “Scholarships
make this possible. I wouldn’t have been able to take on the
financial burden otherwise.”
Mr. Marvil served in the U.S. Marine Corps for nine years before
starting a family and enrolling in medical school. As a helicopter
pilot picking up wounded Marines in Iraq, he worked closely with

the medical corps, which
sparked his interest in
medicine. Mr. Marvil looks
forward to serving others
in a new way—at home in
the United States—when
he finishes medical school.
“I’m interested in primary
care and family medicine, where I [can] make a difference in a
whole community,” he said.
Much of U.Va.’s medical scholarship support comes from
generous alumni who haven’t forgotten the expense of their own
education. For example, Ed Lyons (Medicine ’62) of Naples, Florida,
a retired pediatrician, believes it’s important for alumni to give
back to strengthen educational opportunities for future leaders in
medicine. The scholarships are making an impact. Attributable in
part to scholarship support, the average U.Va. medical student debt
at graduation was approximately $120,000 in 2014, comparing
favorably to the national average of $151,594.
Patrick Marvil

Annual Report 2014–2015
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Risk Management

‘‘

‘‘

Know what you own, and know
why you own it.
PETER LYNCH, AN AMERICAN BUSINESSPERSON
AND STOCK INVESTOR

Investors may be willing to bear risk only
if they are adequately compensated with
higher returns in the future. At UVIMCO,
we are willing to assume certain risks but
will eliminate other risks if we are unable
to absorb associated downside losses or do
not earn a sufficient premium for assuming those risks. UVIMCO uses quantitative
and qualitative risk-management tools and
analyses to assess and manage the risks
in the Long Term Pool. We measure and
control for three primary risks: market risk,
manager risk, and liquidity risk.
Market Risk
Market risk is measured by the volatility of
returns or maximum potential drawdown
in a portfolio. Although UVIMCO actively
monitors a variety of market risks—
including inflationary, interest rate, and
credit risks—we believe equity market risk
represents the most meaningful market

12

UVIMCO

risk factor for the Long Term Pool. UVIMCO
manages market risk in the Long Term Pool
by diversifying across three broad asset
classes: equity, fixed income, and real assets.
We continually review our actual allocations
to these asset classes and rebalance the
portfolio when necessary. If needed, we
also employ certain hedging strategies
to maintain estimated market risk in the
Long Term Pool that is consistent with the
estimated market risk of the policy portfolio.
Because the policy portfolio is designed
to reflect the University’s risk tolerance, the
actual asset allocation and exposures of the
Long Term Pool are constantly monitored to
ensure their market risk level is comparable
to that of the policy portfolio. As of June 30,
2015, the Long Term Pool’s market risk was
consistent with that of the policy portfolio.

Manager Risk
The Long Term Pool invests with more
than 120 external managers. UVIMCO
seeks to maintain a portfolio of managers
that generates sufficient returns to
compensate for bearing the market risks of
the asset classes as well as the additional
risk inherent in working with individual
managers. Manager risk includes the risk
that the specific investments selected by
the manager will underperform the relevant
benchmark, operational or business risks
within the manager’s organization, lack
of transparency, and leverage. UVIMCO
mitigates manager risk by diversification
and the employment of extensive due
diligence to assess both the investment
and operational aspects of our external
fund managers. In addition, our investment
policy ensures diversification by limiting our
exposure to any single manager.
Over time, UVIMCO has been well
compensated for assuming a certain level
of manager risk. Attribution analyses
suggest that manager selection is the
largest contributor to the Long Term Pool’s
outperformance of policy benchmarks 		
and peers.
Liquidity Risk
UVIMCO defines liquidity risk for the
Long Term Pool as an inability to meet
any of the following four primary liquidity
requirements: (1) investor withdrawals,
(2) the excess of capital calls over expected
capital distributions from private funds,
(3) the need to rebalance the portfolio’s
investment allocation following a market
decline, and (4) the ability to deploy
cash opportunistically as attractive new

investment prospects arise. We manage
liquidity risk in the Long Term Pool by
maintaining a portfolio of U.S. Treasury bills
and notes, retaining sufficient liquidity with
our public equity and hedge fund managers,
and carefully monitoring the pace of our
commitments to private investments. We
invest approximately 8% to 12% of the
Long Term Pool in safe and highly liquid
assets, and ensure at least 30% of the
Long Term Pool is available for conversion
to cash in any twelve-month period.
Actual liquidity is a function of the size
and nature of our private portfolio, the
total of Long Term Pool funds invested

in bonds or cash, and the liquidity terms
of our public investments. As of June 30,
2015, approximately 15% of the Long
Term Pool’s assets were invested in highly
liquid, government-issued debt securities
and cash. Although this level of liquidity
is higher than our preferred range, we are
comfortable with this level because we have
a robust pipeline of attractive investment
opportunities. In addition, as of June 30,
2015, we were able to access more than
30% of the Long Term Pool’s investments
within three months and about 47% within
a year. This current liquidity level exceeds
the Pool’s minimum requirements.
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Investment Performance

Our primary objective is to generate
inflation-adjusted, long-term returns
in excess of the University’s spending
rate, thereby achieving our goal of
generating a steady source of income
to support U.Va.’s mission.
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We assess the performance of the Long Term
Pool in several ways. Our primary objective
is to generate inflation-adjusted, longterm returns in excess of the University’s
spending rate, thereby achieving our goal
of generating a steady source of income
to support U.Va.’s mission. We also seek
to outperform the long-term returns of
our passive policy portfolio benchmark.
Lastly, we compare our performance to
the broad universe of other institutional
investors. Although we do not focus unduly
on the investment activities and results

of peer organizations, we recognize that
relative performance is important to our
shareholders.
Generally speaking, the Long Term Pool’s
investment performance is attributable
to asset allocation, market performance,
portfolio tilts, and manager and security
selection. Global market performance was
lackluster in fiscal year 2015, as each of the
three components of our policy portfolio
benchmark generated returns in the low
single digits. Global equity markets gained
just 1.2% during the fiscal year, while public

GRAPH 3: UVIMCO Long Term Pool Relative Performance
Annualized through June 30, 2015
1 YEAR

2.9%
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3 YEAR
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13.7%

10.1%
%

8.6
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11.3%

13.3%

12.2%
%

UVIMCO Long Term Pool
TUCS All Master Trust Universe Top Quartile
TUCS All Master Trust Universe Median

real estate and global bonds returned 3.3%
and 2.4%, respectively. Commodity prices
collapsed, investors worried about China’s
slowing economic growth and equity market
valuation bubbles, and the inevitable end
to quantitative easing in the United States
caused further concerns. U.S. markets again
outperformed broader global equity indices,
with the S&P 500 Index up 7.4% in the
fiscal year compared to the 1.2% gain of the
MSCI All Country World Index (MSCI ACWI).
A strong U.S. dollar weighed on foreign
equity returns, as the dollar appreciated
nearly 20% against major world currencies
during the year. The MSCI Emerging Markets
Index declined 4.8% in U.S. dollar terms
during the fiscal year.
As noted earlier in this report, UVIMCO
actively manages the Long Term Pool,
primarily by employing external investment
managers, to pursue long-term returns
exceeding the passively investable policy
benchmark while maintaining a comparable
level of risk. The Long Term Pool’s return of
7.7% for the year ending June 30, 2015,
outperformed by 580 basis points the
policy portfolio benchmark return of 1.9%.

However, our goal is not to outperform the
passive benchmark over one-year or other
short-term periods. Rather, as an endowment
manager, we seek to outperform the passive
benchmark in the long term. Over the tenand twenty-year time frames, the Long Term
Pool’s performance of 10.2% and 12.2%,
respectively, comfortably exceeds both the
University’s spending rate (plus inflation)
and the ten-year (6.5%) and twenty-year
(7.2%) annualized returns available through
ownership of the passive policy portfolio.
In other words, $1.00 invested twenty years
ago in the Long Term Pool would be worth
$9.91 as of June 30, 2015, whereas $1.00
invested twenty years ago in the passive
policy portfolio would be worth $4.03.
This relative outperformance has enabled
the endowment to provide a steady and
rising level of support to the University and
its related foundations while preserving
the purchasing power of their long-term
investment assets.
In addition to evaluating the Long Term
Pool’s performance relative to the market
and our policy portfolio, we consider our
performance relative to the TUCS All Master

Trust Universe, a widely accepted benchmark
for the performance of institutional assets.
This year, we are pleased to report that
the Long Term Pool’s returns once again
exceeded the top quartile of returns of the
TUCS Universe over both short- and longterm periods (see Graph 3).
Table 3 (on page 17) summarizes the
performance of the Long Term Pool and its
component strategies over time. As the table
indicates, different investment strategies
make positive contributions to the Long
Term Pool’s overall performance over time.
The Long Term Pool’s 7.7% return for
fiscal year 2015 was powered by our private
equity and real estate portfolios, each of
which generated investment gains of more
than 20%. Strong IPO markets and robust
merger and acquisition activity provided
fertile ground for equity returns in private
arenas. Meanwhile, our public equity and
long/short equity portfolios provided solid
returns of 7.2% and 6.4%, respectively. Our
real estate portfolio returned 21.8% for the
fiscal year, markedly outperforming the 3.3%
earned by the weighted policy benchmark
of publicly traded U.S. and international real
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‘‘

‘‘

The wise know their weakness
too well to assume infallibility;
and he who knows most, know
best how little he knows.
JEFFERSON BATTURE PAMPLET,
25 FEB 1812

estate securities. Throughout the year, our
managers capitalized on robust demand
for private real estate by opportunistically
selling investments to domestic and
foreign institutional buyers. Stemming
from the precipitous decline in oil and gas
prices, our resources portfolio fell 21.2%,
underperforming the weighted policy
benchmark of publicly traded U.S. and
international real estate securities. While
providing critical liquidity and risk control
for the Long Term Pool, our diversifying
collection of fixed income, marketable
securities, and cash lost 0.8% in value
during the fiscal year. Reflecting the tough
environment for credit investing, our
marketable alternatives and credit (MAC)
investments lost 2.4%, partly due to
widening credit spreads. Government bonds
and cash caused a drag on overall returns,
earning 0.7% and zero percent, respectively.
UVIMCO’s equity portfolio—which
includes public equity, long/short equity,
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and private equity—represented 65.1% of
the Long Term Pool as of June 30, 2015.
Reflecting exceptional security selection from
our skilled fundamental managers across
the globe, our composite equity portfolio
has produced 14.6% per year for the past
two decades. The MSCI ACWI returned
7.1% per year during the same period.
Over time, private equity has contributed
most significantly to the Long Term Pool’s
outperformance, as the twenty-year average
annualized return of 21.7% outperformed
the return of the MSCI ACWI by 14.6% per
year. As global markets have become more
competitive, we expect outsized returns in
public and private equity to be increasingly
difficult to achieve.
UVIMCO’s real assets portfolio, including
real estate and resources, represented
10.3% of the Long Term Pool as of June 30,
2015. The portfolio is designed to provide
diversification and inflation protection
benefits. Over the past two decades, our

real assets portfolio has contributed
significantly to the Long Term Pool’s
outperformance, with a twenty-year average
annualized return of 11.1%—which
outperforms the benchmark return by an
average of 2.6% per year. Although recent
commodity price pressure has impacted the
performance of our resources investments,
we expect our real assets portfolio to
continue to provide long-term inflation
protection for the Long Term Pool.
UVIMCO’s diversifying collection of
cash, fixed income, and MAC strategies
represented 24.6% of the Long Term Pool
as of June 30, 2015. Over the past twenty
years, these strategies earned an aggregate
annualized return of 6.8% per year versus
the Barclays Aggregate Bond index return of
5.7%. Many of UVIMCO’s MAC managers
are deep-value investors focused on
distressed credit or special situations, and
those investors have been frustrated by the
lack of attractive opportunities in the current

environment. Despite the MAC portfolio’s
relatively poor short-term performance,
we are encouraged that our managers are
remaining true to their investment strategies
in the face of difficult market conditions.
In addition, several managers are holding
significant amounts of cash, and we believe
they are well positioned to take advantage
of the next market dislocation. The twentyyear annualized return of our MAC portfolio

is 7.2% versus the Barclays Aggregate Bond
index return of 5.7%. Government bonds
and cash are included in the Long Term Pool
primarily for liquidity purposes and because
of their low correlation to equity markets.
Over the past twenty years, our government
bonds portfolio earned 6.3% per year versus
the Barclays Aggregate Bond index return
of 5.7%.

TABLE 3: UVIMCO Strategy Allocation and Investment Returns
In percentages
June 30, 2015
Allocation1

2011

Annual Return (Fiscal Year)
2012
2013
2014

Public

22.5

41.1

0.0

22.8

Long/Short

23.8

16.2

6.8

Private

18.8

35.5

65.1

Annualized
10yr
20yr

2015

5yr

26.8

7.2

18.7

12.5

12.3

17.3

11.3

6.4

11.5

9.1

10.5

8.9

11.8

35.3

25.8

22.9

14.9

21.7

29.8

5.3

17.3

23.3

12.0

17.2

12.2

14.6

30.8

(6.0)

17.2

23.6

1.2

12.5

7.0

7.1

EQUITY

Total Equity

MSCI All Country World Equity		
REAL ASSETS
Real Estate

6.6

3.8

13.0

8.7

14.7

21.8

12.2

(1.2)

3.9

Resources

3.7

62.2

4.7

4.5

27.1

(21.2)

12.2

15.1

—

10.3

35.6

8.5

7.2

19.3

3.0

14.2

8.4

11.1

34.8

7.6

10.0

11.6

3.3

12.9

5.9

8.5

Total Real Assets

MSCI Real Estate 		
2

FIXED INCOME, CASH & MAC
Marketable Alternatives & Credit (MAC)

9.9

9.2

3.4

15.7

14.6

(2.4)

7.9

6.5

7.2

Government Bonds

9.0

0.7

0.1

0.2

0.4

0.7

0.4

4.0

6.3

Cash & Currency

5.7

0.3

(0.1)

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

—

—

24.6

5.6

1.9

6.6

7.4

(0.8)

4.1

5.3

6.8

3.0

7.1

0.5

4.8

2.4

3.5

4.4

5.7

24.3

5.1

13.4

19.0

7.7

13.7

10.1

12.2

22.4

(0.4)

11.3

16.6

1.9

10.0

6.5

7.2

Total Fixed Income, Cash & MAC

Barclays Aggregate Bond3		
100.0

Long Term Pool4

Policy Benchmark 		
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Percent of net asset value					
50% MSCI U.S. Real Estate and 50% MSCI All Country World Real Estate (prior to January 1995, 100% FTSE NAREIT)				
50% Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond and 50% Barclays Global Aggregate Bond (Hedged in USD)					
Long Term Pool returns are presented gross of UVIMCO management and incentive fees					
Geometrically linked monthly average of 60% MSCI All Country World Equity, 10% MSCI Real Estate, and 30% Barclays Aggregate Bond
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Short Term Pool

TABLE 4: Short Term Pool at a Glance

Fiscal Year 2015 Return

0.06%

Annualized Return Since Inception (October 4, 2012)

0.07%

Yield to Maturity

0.03%

Market Value as of June 30, 2015
Duration
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$264 million
0.16 years

In 2012, UVIMCO established the Short
Term Pool to offer the University and related
foundations an investment alternative for
their short-term operating funds. The primary
purpose of this Pool is to preserve principal
and provide a low-cost, stable, highly liquid,
and secure investment vehicle to UVIMCO’s
shareholders. The Short Term Pool allows
the University and its foundations to invest
their cash alongside the cash of the Long
Term Pool. By varying their allocations of
investment funds between the Long and
Short Term Pools, UVIMCO’s shareholders
can tailor an individualized portfolio of

Sherri King

SUPPORTING A LEGACY
investments to their desired risk and liquidity
levels. As discussed earlier in this report,
holding more liquid investments generally
results in decreased overall expected returns
in the long term.
The Short Term Pool is invested in
U.S. Treasury notes, bonds, and bills with
maturities of not more than one year, except
for U.S. Treasury floating rate notes, which
may have a maturity of up to two years.
The Short Term Pool incurs lower expenses
than if its assets were managed externally
because UVIMCO charges no management
or performance-based fees to the Pool. Inhouse management also enables UVIMCO
to customize the composition of the Short
Term Pool to meet the liquidity needs of the
University and its foundations.
Because asset protection and liquidity
are the Short Term Pool’s primary objectives,
UVIMCO expects that the Pool may yield less
than other short-term investment options.
Other highly liquid vehicles, including money
market funds, often invest in commercial
paper or bonds that are exposed to
interest rate or credit risk so as to capture
incremental basis points of yield. However,
these funds can lose principal in the event
that investment income does not fully cover
operating expenses or investment losses.
Therefore, we do not strive for yield in the
Short Term Pool. Rather, asset appreciation
and income are achieved through the Long
Term Pool.

Sherri King Memorial Scholarship
UVIMCO is pleased to announce the establishment of the Sherri King Memorial
Scholarship at the University of Virginia, which honors the memory of our cherished
colleague, Sherri King, who passed away suddenly in 2014. Ms. King joined UVIMCO
in March 2012 and served as UVIMCO’s managing director of fixed income and
risk. In her short time with us, her investment acumen, tireless work ethic, and
leadership had a significant impact on UVIMCO. An immensely talented, generous,
and valued colleague, Ms. King is a role model for young women and others in the
U.Va. community. Established by Ms. King’s friends and family, the scholarship will be
a permanent legacy, not only preserving her memory but also nurturing future leaders
who embody the unique traits she possessed. The award will be given in perpetuity
to female students who excel in finance, economics, and mathematics, and who have
demonstrated a passion for leadership, service, and inclusion.
The inaugural scholarship recipient, Emily Snow
(College ’16), exemplifies all of the above characteristics.
A fourth-year economics major, Ms. Snow has achieved
many accolades and assumed numerous leadership roles
at U.Va., including being selected as an Echols Scholar and
an Honor Committee Representative, as well as serving on
boards for various University organizations. Upon being
chosen to receive the Sherri King Memorial Scholarship,
Ms. Snow said she was “particularly inspired by Ms. King’s
Emily Snow
drive, initiative, leadership, and dedication to U.Va. and
her career.” Ms. Snow added, “It is truly an honor to be the first recipient for an award
commemorating such a remarkable legacy.”
In addition to a financial award, the scholarship provides mentorship opportunities
with Ms. King’s professional colleagues—something Ms. Snow believes will be
tremendously valuable as she embarks on a career in consulting.
The University of Virginia Alumni Association administers the Sherri King Memorial
Scholarship through the U.Va. Fund.
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Board of Directors
UVIMCO is a separate 501(c)(3) Virginia
nonstock corporation. It is governed
by a Board of Directors that includes three
individuals appointed by the University
of Virginia’s Board of Visitors and one
appointed by the University president. 		
The Board meets four times a year to discuss
investment strategy, set investment policy,
and monitor performance. UVIMCO’s Board
of Directors as of July 1, 2015, is as follows:
David B. MacFarlane, Chair Z
McIntire ’84
David C. Burke Z
McIntire ’88, Law ’93
Graduate Arts & Sciences ’94
A. Macdonald Caputo v
College ’63, Law ’66
John B. Harris, Jr. v
Law ’79
Patrick D. Hogan u
Meredith B. Jenkins Z
Graduate Arts & Sciences ’93
Anton J. Levy Z
McIntire ’96
W. Austin Ligon Z
John G. Macfarlane III v
Darden ’79
Richard A. Mayo Z
College ’64, Darden ’68
Owen D. Thomas Z
Engineering ’83
Meryl B. Witmer Z
McIntire ’83

Z Appointed by the UVIMCO Board
v Appointed by the Board of Visitors
u Appointed by the President of the University
Biographical sketches of UVIMCO’s Board members
are available on our website: www.uvimco.org.
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Senior Staff

UVIMCO Staff
The Board of Directors delegates
day-to-day investment management
activities to UVIMCO’s experienced
full-time staff. Our team of more than
thirty professionals works closely with
the Board to implement UVIMCO’s
investment strategy through the
selection of external managers, tactical
asset allocation, and internal trading.
UVIMCO draws on the talent and
experience of women and men, many of
whom are University of Virginia alumni
and all of whom are committed to both
investment excellence and supporting
the University. Our team’s combination
of broad-based director experience and
dedicated staff provides a generative
environment for investment ideas and
productive research. Together, we strive
to continually refine and improve our
investment acumen, due diligence
process, and all efforts to fulfill our
mission of service to the University.

Lawrence E. Kochard
Graduate Arts &
Sciences ’96, ’99
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Investment Officer

Matt Bernstein
Information Technology
Specialist

John Marron
McIntire ’02
Associate

Kristina M. Alimard
Darden ’03
Chief Operating Officer

Diana L. Clark
Investment Accountant
Gordon Crenshaw
McIntire ’11
Senior Investment Analyst

Kim Martin
BIS ’07
Corporate Accounting
Human Resources Assistant

Melanie Davis
Managing Director
Rob Walker Freer
Managing Director

Brian Mills
Information Technology Support
Specialist

Dubie Dubendorfer
BIS ’08, McIntire ’09
Information Technology Manager Chellie V. Morris
Administrative Assistant
Steven Eelkman Rooda
McIntire ’12
Senior Investment Analyst

Tina B. Shifflett
Office Manager

Lindsay Larsen
McIntire ’01
Managing Director

Caitlin Fitzmaurice
Darden ’11
Associate

Christina Shrestha
Investment Accountant

Jason M. Love
McIntire ’95
Managing Director

Allison P. Gillam
McIntire ’06, ’07
Manager of Investment
Accounting and Reporting

Edward H. Klees
General Counsel

Sargent McGowan
McIntire ’95
Managing Director
Steve Peterson
Managing Director
John Winn
Law ’05
Counsel, Director of
Operational Due Diligence,
Chief Compliance Officer
Sharon C. Argo
Executive Assistant
Mary B. Barrick
College ’82
Business Analyst

Leah M. Hall
McIntire ’09
Senior Investment Analyst
Sharon F. Herbert
Director Corporate Operations
Martin Hohoff
McIntire ’10
Investment Accountant
Matt Kim
McIntire ’14
Investment Analyst
Elizabeth R. Liles
Administrative Assistant/
Records Specialist

Long D. Trinh
Analyst
Amaury Vaillant-Baez
Legal Administrator
Nancy Vetter
Travel Specialist
Peng Wang
Associate
Kirsten Weimer
Administrative Assistant
Katherine West
McIntire ’08
Senior Corporate Accountant
Dawn C. Wilson
Director Investment Operations
Yichen Zheng
McIntire ’14
Investment Analyst
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